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Action sports are increasing in popularity in the Middle East. For youth in
conflict zones, these collaborative projects provide space for local voices
and means of empowerment.

In 2001, Kofi Annan founded the United Nations Office on Sport for
Development and Peace (SDP), advocating sport as having ‘an almost
unmatched role to play in promoting understanding, healing wounds, mobilising
support for social causes, and breaking down barriers’. Since then, the SDP
movement has continued to proliferate with groups and organizations using
sport and physical activity to help improve the health and well-being of
individuals and communities around the world.

Of the 1000+ organizations currently working under the SDP umbrella, many
are focused in sites of war and conflict with the aim of peace building,
with growing interest in the potential of sports programmes as psycho-social
interventions following natural disaster.

SDP organizations such as Football 4 Peace, Right to Play, Hoops 4
Hope, Skateistan, and Peace Players International have been acclaimed as
making valuable contributions to the quality of many individual’s lives in
contexts of war, conflict, and poverty.

Afghan boy on a skateboard. Image credit: Skateistan.

Despite the best intentions, however, too many SDP programmes adopt a
‘deficit model’ that assumes poor youth in war-torn or disaster stricken contexts
need ‘our’ western versions of sport for their empowerment. Sport sociologists
Douglas Hartmann and Christina Kwauk, for example, are concerned that
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officials of sport-based intervention programmemes tend to “ignore the ways in
which youth interpret and actively and creatively negotiate poverty and
inequality as well as the ways in which their sport-based interventions actually
commit symbolic acts of violence while reproducing conditions of
marginalization”.

Instead, they advocate a more critical alternative to youth development that
pays attention to “local practices, local knowledge, the sociocultural and
political-economic contexts as well as the needs and desires of communities
themselves”.

My research (funded by a three-year Marsden, Royal Society grant) has been a
direct response to this call by focusing on the multiple and diverse ways youth
are actively and creatively engaging with recreational, non-competitive sports in
their responses to conditions of war, conflict and post-disaster. The case study
of Gaza provides an interesting example of the grassroots approaches being
developed by youth in contexts of conflict.

Youth Engagement with Sport in Conflict Zones: The Case of Gaza

Youths doing parkour in Gaza Strip. Image credit: PK Gaza.

Parkour (also known as free running)—the act of running, jumping, leaping
through an urban environment as fluidly, efficiently and creatively as possible—
reached Gaza in 2005 (shortly after the withdrawal of the Israeli army and the
dismantling of Israeli settlements), when unemployed recent university
graduate Abdullah watched the documentary Jump London on the Al-Jazeera
documentary channel in his over-crowded family home in the Khan Younis
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refugee camp. He promptly followed this up by searching the Internet for video
clips of parkour, before recruiting Mohammed to join him in learning the new
sport. Continuing to develop their skills, they soon found parkour to be so much
more than a sport, “it is a life philosophy” that encourages each individual to
“overcome barriers in their own way”.

To avoid conflicts with family members, local residents and police, members of
PK Gaza (the name chosen by the group) sought out unpopulated spaces
where they could train without interruption. Popular training areas included
cemeteries, the ruined houses from the Dhraha occupation, UNRWA (United
Nations Relief and Works Agency) schools, and on the sandy hills in Nusseirat,
formerly an Israeli settlement now deserted in the centre of Gaza City. The
latter is particularly meaningful for the youth who proclaim that by practicing
parkour in the space, “we demonstrate that this land is our right”.

As part of the younger generation of technologically savvy Gazan residents, the
founders of PK Gaza are explicitly aware of the potential of the Internet for their
parkour practices, and for broader political purposes. “We started filming
ourselves with mobile phones and putting the videos on YouTube”, explains
Mohammed, and have continued to develop more advanced filming techniques
using borrowed cameras and editing the footage on a cheap computer.

Boy doing parkour in Gaza. Image credit: PK Gaza.

The PK Gaza Freerunning Facebook page has thousands of followers from
around the world, their Instagram account has almost 3000 followers, and the
group also posts regular YouTube videos that can receive upwards of tens of
thousands of views. Each of Facebook, Instagram and YouTube are key spaces
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for interaction and dialogue with youth beyond the confines of the Gaza strip. In
so doing, “we contribute very significantly to raising international awareness of
what is happening in Gaza. We offer video clips, photographs and writings
related to the situation in which we live in the Gaza strip and deliver the
message to all the people’s that’s watching online that there are oppressed
people here”, proclaimed Mohammed.

Professor Holly Thorpe giving a presentation on research findings. Image credit:
Holly Thorpe.

As well as raising awareness of the conditions in Gaza and offering a temporary
escape from the harsh realities of everyday life, the PK Gaza team strongly
advocates the socio-psychological benefits of their everyday parkour
experiences. They proclaim the value of parkour for their resilience and coping
with the frustrations, fears, anxieties and pains of living in the Khan Younes
refugee camp. As Abdullah explains, “I have witnessed war, invasion and killing.
When I was a kid and I saw these things, blood and injuries, I didn’t know what
it all meant … this game [parkour] makes me forget all these things”. As the
following comments from Gazan psychologist, Eyad Al Sarraj (MD) suggest,
some medical and health professionals also acknowledge the value of such
activities for young men living in such a stressful environment:

Many young people in Gaza are angry because they have very few opportunities
and are locked in. An art and sports form such as free running gives them an
important method to express their desire for freedom and allows them to
overcome the barriers that society and politics have imposed on them. It
literally sets them free”.
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Such observations are supported by a plethora of research that has illustrated
the value of physical play and games for resilience in contexts of high risk
and/or ongoing physical and psychological stress (e.g. refugee camps), and the
restorative value for children and youth who have experienced traumatic events
(e.g. natural disaster, war, forced migration).

Conclusion

To conclude, a key finding from my research to date is the need to move away
from the ‘deficit model’ that assumes poor youth in developing or war-torn
contexts are victims needing ‘our’ versions of sport for their empowerment. If
the SDP community can begin with a recognition of the agency, creativity and
needs of local youths, then we can better work with them to achieve their self-
defined goals in contexts of conflict.

Dr Holly Thorpe is Associate Professor in the Faculty of Health, Sport and
Human Performance at the University of Waikato. As a sociologist of sport
and physical culture, she has published widely on youth sport, action sports,
and critical sport for development, including six books and over 60 journal
articles and chapters. In 2016, she founded Action Sports for Development
and Peace (www.actionsportsfordev.org), and gave a Ted talk ‘Action Sports
for a Better World’. She continues to work on a Royal Society funded project
—Sport in the Red Zone—examining the power (and politics) of sport in sites
of conflict and disaster, including Afghanistan, Gaza, New Orleans and
Christhcurch. She welcomes your feedback, so please feel free to get in
contact: holly.thorpe@waikato.ac.nz
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